Florida Board of Professional Engineers
Rules Committee Agenda
January 29, 2024 @ 1pm
Tallahassee, FL
Via video conference

1. Call to Order, Roll Call, Determination of Quorum and Address Absences

2. Introduction of Guests and Announcements

3. Review Open Rule 61G15-18.0011 (6) & (7) – Definitions (to update to most current FBC version and Florida Fire Code) (Exhibit #3)

4. Review/Open Rule 61G15-19.008 – Confidentiality of Investigations (address JAPC concerns – Sunset language review) (Exhibit #4)

5. Review/Open Rule 61G15-20.0010 – Application for Licensure as Professional Engineer (address JAPC concerns) (Exhibit #5)

6. Review/Open Rule 61G15-21.007 – Re-Examination; Additional requirements after Third Failure (referred from Dec. 2023 board meeting; email from Electrical PE Review) (Exhibit #6)


11. Review/Open Rule 61G15-19.0071 – Citations (Email from FEMC Investigator about adding section to rule that speaks about the amount of fine for a second time failure to complete the Advanced Building Code course within the time allotted by Rule) (Exhibit #11)

12. Review/Open Rule 61G15-35.0021 Definitions (Sunset language review) (Exhibit #12)

13. Review/Open 61G15-35.003 Qualification Program for Special Inspectors of Threshold Buildings and Special Inspectors of Threshold Buildings (Limited) (Sunset language review) (Exhibit #13)

14. Old Business

15. New Business

16. Adjourn